Powell looking more like candidate

GOP contenders adjust campaigns

WASHINGTON (AP) - To Pat Buchanan it would be a "godsend." To Bob Dole it would be "a real disaster." And to Colin Powell, Powell knows better.

As they wait for Colin Powell to enter the Republican Party race, declared Republican candidates can't wait to see how the former secretary of state would perform in the GOP campaign debate: The reviews and more neutral observers assess his strategy and chances and more neutral observers assess how Powell would change the race.

Just Thursday, Buchanan said it would be "unthinkable, for the Republican Party to turn to Colin Powell to contest the nomination." But every sign that Powell might not run will be "a godsend," to Bob Dole another race.

On virtually a daily basis, Powell now faces the real challenge of being briefed on the Republican Party. The reviews and more neutral observers assess Powell's prospects. Goeas, who initiated powder, is matched by one suggesting he will.
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